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ClearQuest parent child hierarchy

This presentation explains parent child hierarchy (sometimes called parent child 
relationship).  This presentation assumes that you are using at least ClearQuest 7.0.1 and 
you are familiar with schema design in the ClearQuest Designer.
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Module objectives

� These topics are covered in this module:
�Setting up a parent child hierarchy

�Creating a back reference

�Order of adding records

�Upon completion of this module, you will be able to:
�Understand how to set up a parent child hierarchy

�Understand that adding records can only be done in 
one direction

In ClearQuest, you may want to set up a relationship between two record types and 
display the relationship in both.  This module will cover setting up a parent child hierarchy, 
creating a back reference, and a discussion on the order of adding records.
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ClearQuest parent child – Add

� In the ClearQuest Designer, you can relate two record 
types by creating either a reference (one-to-one 
relationship) or reference_list field (one-to-many 
relationship)

� You will add the relationship between the records from one 
record type (known as the parent record)

� The second record type (known as the child record) will 
display the records it is related to but you cannot create a 
relationship between the records from the child record

� Map out your data before setting this relationship up so you 
can decide where to create the relationship and which 
record will be the parent

In the ClearQuest Designer, you can relate two record types by creating either a 
reference, a one-to-one relationship, or reference_list field – a one-to-many relationship.  
You will add the relationship between the records from one record type (known as the 
parent record).

The second record type, known as the child record, will display the records it is related to 
but you cannot create a relationship between the records from the child record.  A helpful 
note:  map out your data before setting this relationship up so you can decide where to 
create the relationship and which record will be the parent.
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ClearQuest parent child - Create

Add a reference_list  or reference type field to the parent 
record.  In this example, defect is the parent record.

In the example given here, the defect record has a new field called child_records that is a 
reference_list that points to the customer record.  

You are not adding the customer record to the defect record, you are only setting up a 
field that shows the relationship between the defect and customer records.  
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ClearQuest parent child - Create

Enter a name for a back reference field. A back reference field is a read-only 
field that allows you to view the link from the perspective of the child record.

In this example, the back reference field is call parent_records.  You name the field and it 
can be called anything although you probably want to name it something meaningful to 
you and your users.  

Many people are confused about where the back reference field is stored.  Think of it as 
belonging to the record just above it on the form.  The back reference field is stored in the 
child record.
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ClearQuest parent child - Create

Drag the child_records field onto the defect forms.

Note that when you drag the child_records field onto this form, it has the Add, Remove 
and New buttons that are typical of a list view control.  

If you were to add the control before choosing the field instead of dragging the field onto 
the form, you would select the parent/child control in the Control Palette.
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ClearQuest parent child - Create

On the customer record, drag the back reference field, parent_records, onto the 
form.

When you drag the back reference field onto the Customer form, note that you do not see 
the Add, Remove and New buttons.  That is because the back-reference field only shows 
you a relationship that was established in the parent record.  In this example, the parent 
record is the defect record.
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ClearQuest parent child relationship

�You can only create the relationship to child 
records from the parent.  In the example shown on 
the previous slide, you can only associate the 
customer record with the defect record from the 
defect record

�Before you establish this relationship, give some 
thought to which record will be the parent record

When you relate two record types in this way, you are indicating that one record type is 
the main record and you want to associate the second record type to the main record.  
ClearQuest allows you to associate the child record from the main record but does not 
allow you to add the parent record from the child record.  
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Summary

�Parent child hierarchy shows only the relationship 
between two record types

�You associate the two record types from one 
record known as the parent record

�You cannot then associate the two records from 
the parent

In summary, you should now know what a parent child hierarchy is, and how to set one up. 
Remember, parent/child hierarchy shows only the relationship between two record types. 
You know that the association is created from one record type but the association can be 
shown in both record types.  
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Feedback

Your feedback is valuable
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback.

� Did you find this module useful?

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question?

� Do you have suggestions for improvements?

Click to send e-mail feedback:

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_RCQ_Module4_ParentChildHierarchy.ppt

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../RCQ_Module4_ParentChildHierarchy.pdf

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback.
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